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Environment committee update

On April 14, 2018, Maude Barlow,
President of the Council of Canadians
and a key leader of several other
important Canadian and international
environmental protection groups, came
to Dufferin County at the invitation of
MC2. That day, as many of us will well
remember, was also one of the MOST
AWFUL days of the winter of 2018.
We had issued over 200 tickets to our
much-anticipated event, Clean Water:
A Public Right, being presented that
day inOrangeville. 98 hardy souls braved
the blizzardly conditions and were
not disappointed.

Ms. Barlow presented a most interesting
review of water issues and provided
detailed information about what we,
as citizens, can do to reverse many of
the negative trends that we face as we
work to provide a better world for our
grandchildren. One of the strongest

impressions she left on the audience
was the sense of optimism that she
projected. In spite of all the issues we see
around us, Ms. Barlow is a firm believer
that we can turn the tide by our actions
and by working together.

Many of Ms. Barlow’s ideas are
presented in her writing, and she took
the time to sign 35 copies of her most
recent book, “Boiling Point”. After her
formal presentation, she responded
to the questions and comments of many
audience members. The feeling of
engagement and openness that Ms.
Barlow projected ensured that the
morning was a very positive experience
for those who braved the weather.

In addition to the formal event,
Ms. Barlow shared a dinner session
with the MC2 Board and Environment
Committee members. Again, her

optimism and deep commitment shone
through. The Environment Committee,
and their many supporting volunteers,
put a huge effort into making this
event a great success and Ms. Barlow
responded by providing all involved
with a highly worthwhile experience,
in spite of Mother Nature’s total
failure to cooperate that weekend.
All in all, a high point for MC2 and
for our community.

Coming in late October, there will
be an update session on Lyme
Disease, again sponsored by our
amazing Environment Committee.
The Committee is aiming for Saturday
October 27 from 9:30 to noon. Please
pencil this date into your calendars.
Much has evolved since the initial
presentation in April 2017 that you will
want to hear!



We are well into summer and, while
summer is normally a quiet time for
our organization, we have quite a few
items of MC2 news to share with you
at this time.
Our President, Elaine Capes, is
running for Deputy Mayor of Mono
in the municipal election this
October. As soon as she decided to
run, Elaine requested a leave of
absence from her Board role. Her
future role with MC2 will be
determined when the results of the
election are published. Our policy is
that, while Council members are
welcomed as members, they cannot
hold Board positions. In the
interim, I’ve stepped back into the role
of President.
Last year MC2 participated in the case
that addressed a proposal to hold
water skiing events on a body of water
located on Niagara Escarpment
regulated land in south Mono. The
decision of the NEC Hearing
Tribunal was received this past
April. The Tribunal permitted two
such events per year and attached
several requirements on size of
the events, environmental impact
and others. Importantly, the Tribunal
stated that all events would need
to have Town of Mono Special
Events permits, allowing the Town to
maintain tight controls. Both the
Town of Mono and MC2 applied
to have part of their costs of
participation reimbursed by the
proponent. The proponent objected
to these claims and the Tribunal has
yet to rule on this issue.
We sent a letter to theChairperson of the
Credit Valley Conservation Authority
(CVCA) regarding their construction of
an outdoor stage at Island Lake, which
was built last year for community-
oriented events. To the consternation of

local residents, the stage location was
used this year for a couple of
weddings, creating significant noise

issues in the local area. Mono Town
Council authorized noise bylaw
exemptions for these events. This is
clearly not the originally approved
use of the event area, and we have asked
them to stop the practice. Our letter to
the CVCA is on our website.
We sent another letter to the Town of
Mono congratulating them on being
declared a Bee City and, in particular,
building a pollinating garden on the
Hockley Road near the corner of
5 Sideroad and also enacting various
pollution reduction policies in their
operation. Mono also wrote to the
Provincial government about reducing
the use of agricultural chemicals. The
decline of the bee population is a
major problem with many causes, in
particular, agricultural chemicals. MC2

held a public meeting on the bee issue
two years ago, aiming to further the
discussion on what could be done about
the loss of the bee population. The
urgency for taking action is accelerating
as we currently are hearing about
areas of Europe where insect life is
starting to disappear. The steps Mono
has taken are a good start, but we need to
keep working with our various levels of
government to take ever-stronger
actions.Our letter toMonoCouncil is on
the website.

We’venoted that oneofMC2’s long-time
members, John Thomson, made a
donation of about 30 acres of land

to the Dufferin
County Forest.
We have worked
hard over the years,
often with John’s
support, to encourage
e n v i r o n m e n t a l l y
sensitive recreational
use of the Forest, and
this donation certainly
is an important step in
building this essential
asset. Thank you, John!

In our March newsletter, we indicated
that MC2’s 30th Anniversary celebration
would take place in
May. We had to change that plan
(unfortunately) and, instead, we’ve
decided to combine our 2018 AGM
with our 30th celebration. Both
events will take place on the afternoon
and evening of November 17, 2018.
The meeting will be followed by a
social event, including dinner. Details
will follow.
There are a variety of issues we’ll be
watching, particularly with the
change in the Ontario Government.
It is unclear, as yet, what will
happen to the current proposals
regarding the Green Belt for
example. Likewise, we have little idea
about the stands the new government
will take on overall environmental
issues, on aggregate, fill dumping and
water protection. We will continue to
keep members informed as positions on
these issues, and the many others that
impact our community, become clear.
In the meantime, our sincere wish for
each of you is to enjoy the rest of your
summer!!

Don MacFarlane

From Don's Desk....
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If a cluttered desk is a sign of a cluttered mind,
then what are we to think of an empty desk?

Albert Einstein
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As we go to press, the municipal election
nominations forMayors,DeputyMayors
and Councillors have closed. Unless the
Premier decides to change the rules, the
Mono and Mulmur candidate lists are
complete and available on the Town/
Township websites. We are pleased to
note that every position in both Mono
and Mulmur is being contested.
Acclamation does not lead to the type of
contest where issues are fully aired. An
election campaign provides citizens with
the opportunity to question candidates
on their positions regarding critical issues
such as road noise, aggregate mining,
taxes, environmental protection, Town/
Township priorities, dumping of
contaminated fill, for example, and,most
importantly, what are their specific plans
for dealingwith these issues.MC2will be
holding pre-election all-candidates
meetings and will be preparing a list of
questions on what we feel are critical
issues. We'll ask candidates to provide
answers and we'll share these with our
members. If you have a pressing issue,
please send it along to us by email. This is
our election! Let's be sure we make full
use of the opportunity!

A continuing significant issue for
citizens of both Mono and Mulmur
is the use of our roads by very noisy
vehicles, a use that has become a
regular feature of summer weekend
life in our communities. After a
citizens’ meeting with the newOPP
Staff Sergeant for Dufferin County,
the Mulmur Council, led by

Councillor Greg Lloyd, has developed a
detailed and comprehensive approach to
dealing with this problem. Councillor
Lloyd is tobe fully commended for taking
on this challenge and for the significant
amount of goodwork he has done on this
complex topic. At a recent Mulmur
Council meeting an update on what is
being done was discussed.

Key steps are:
1) creating Community Safety Zones

(lower speed limits, higher fines)
at the Primrose School and
around Mansfield on Airport
Road (County) and on Side
Road 10 (Township).

2) re-engineering the intersection of
Prince ofWales andCounty Rd 17/
Mulmur SR 10, with rumble strips,
a flashing yellow light and improved
sight lines.

These safety steps are helpful, but the
vexing problem of enforcement
continues. The OPP officers are already
working a great deal of overtime, and it is
almost impossible to schedule the needed
weekend shifts. This means that the
noise and speeding problems continue.
One hopeful sign is that the OPP is
planning on using an airplane for traffic

monitoring and at times it will work in
our area. At the same time, we are seeing
signs of some increase in patrol car
enforcement. More is needed and the
Council continues to re-work the issue.
An important element of any reduction
program is for citizens to call the OPP
when they hear load noise and/or observe
speeding. The number to use is:
888-310-1122. When your call is
answered, press 1 and you will get an
officer answering your call.
The report on the current safety program
as well as the presentation on the full
program can be found on our website.

Our Land Use Committee has
continued to focus on several important
issues. Work has been done to compare
the recently proposed Greenbelt
expansion with other government
initiatives, including the Environmental
Protection Act and Agricultural
designation requirements. Also, there
has been a review of the proposed
revisions to the Mono Fill By Law,
comparing it to the Mulmur By Law.
There are strong similarities between
these documents and, if the Mono
revisions are passed by Council, both
communitieswill be in a solid position on
this issue. That said, as the challenge of
fill dumping continues to evolve and
becomes increasingly contentious, both
communities will need to keep focused as
further changes are needed. And strong
enforcement of current laws is critical.

So....

what's been

going on

lately?

Over the past several years there have
been many concerns raised in our
community about land fill being dumped
in various locations. The Province has
provided little protection and many
locations are targeted for landfill projects,
without any opportunity for the
municipal governments to take action.
Rehabilitation for projects, such as
played-out aggregate mines, are
controlled by the Ministry of Natural

Resources and Forestry (MNRF), which
has generally provided little information
on the quality of fill being dumped.
MC2 has been involved in efforts to stop
landfill proposals. Both Mono and
Mulmur have worked to update their fill
dumping by laws. Citizen groups have
acted to resist projects. The major
concern has been the dumping of
contaminated fill as well as with

operations that interfere with ground
water cleanliness and flows.
Amajor ongoing concernwhichhas been
raised by many of our members and
othershas focusedon themajor aggregate
mine rehabilitation project located on
HW89 at 1st Line inMulmur. Recently,
through the efforts of Mulmur
Township, these concerns have been
positively resolved. Additional testing,

Land fill resolution
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Our annual membership drive is
progressing well, although we’re always
interested in expanding our membership
count, of course! We appreciate the
efforts of our members to sign up new
members. One important thank you is
due: about 15 members have made
contributions to MC2 over and above
their annual dues.These additional funds

are deeply appreciated, as an indicationof
support but also as the financial means to
keep our initiatives and our programs
viable and of high quality.
If you haven’t had a chance to renew
your membership for 2018, please
consider sending it in this month. As
has been our practice each year, we’ve

taken the liberty of sendingout a gentle
reminder (as they sayat theOrangeville
Library) to some of our members that
we need each and every one of you to
continue to stay involved with MC2 as
we go forward! Thank you!

The Last word is ours....

Members-At-Large
Susan Brown
Arnold De Graaff
Knut Holmsen
Ed Kroeker
Bob Mitchell
Cheryl Russel

beyond MNRF requirements, was done
and paid for by the dumping company at
the landowner’s request. The testing data
shows that the fill is clean.

There remain many
concerns about fill

dumping projects and particularly about
the lack of requirements on testing for
contamination. Mono and Mulmur are
addressing these issues, but some major

projects are outside their jurisdiction.But
it appears that in this particular case,
through cooperation of the owner, the
Township and the dumping company,
this project is being managed in the way
we would want to see.

Land fill resolution (cont.)


